Interactive, multifunctional and specialized in cashless payment: SKIDATA’s digital kiosk combines ease-of-use and intelligent technology into a new class of devices. For the profitable expansion of your business model.

**Operating cockpit and advertising space in one**

The larger monitor version with 18.5 inch becomes with its split-screen function an advertising space for digital pictures as well as videos shown in endless loops. The large-format display can be sold to business partners as an advertising space and supports you to generate additional income.

**Cashless - easy, fast and secure**

It’s not only the payment that is simplified with the cashless digital kiosk. The personnel-intensive tasks associated with handling bills and coins are also eliminated. This significantly improves security.

**Remote customer service**

Remote Assistance combines remote device operation with bi-directional intercom and video (optional). This means that from the control center, you are digitally present in the garage and can remotely carry out operating steps for your customers as needed.

**Convenient Service**

Your customers can conveniently pick up tickets reserved on the Internet (using Print@ Home or their mobile phone) at the skiosk Lite. Customers will also find helpful information on tariffs, tips on the surroundings, weather, etc., which you can provide via a link on the display.